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Abstract
Let G=H be a semisimple symmetric space. We consider a Dirac operator D on G=H twisted
by a ﬁnite dimensional H-representation. We give an explicit integral formula for certain
solutions of the equation D ¼ 0: In particular, some quotients of standard principal series
representations are seen to occur in the kernel of D:
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1. Introduction
Discrete series representations of semisimple Lie groups occur as L2-spaces of
solutions to certain twisted Dirac operators on riemannian symmetric spaces G=K
[1,9]. A generalization of this fact is given in [11]. In this article, we consider twisted
Dirac operators on nonriemannian symmetric spaces G=H: Under the condition that
G and H have equal rank we show that the space of smooth solutions to the twisted
Dirac equation is nonzero. In addition, we give an integral formula representing
solutions. The integral formula is very similar to the classical Poisson integral
representation of harmonic functions, and its generalizations.
Our integral formula for the solutions to the Dirac equation is in the form of a
G-intertwining operator from a principal series representation into the sections of a
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twisted spin bundle on G=H: This operator is constructed in a way similar to the
construction of intertwining maps into Dolbeault cohomolgy representations
(occurring on open orbits in ﬂag varieties), see [2–4]. In that situation the image of
the intertwining operator is annihilated by %@ and %@n; thus strongly harmonic forms are
produced. The results in this article differ considerably in that no complex structure
on G=H plays a role, and in fact no invariant complex structure exists in general.
Our results should be considered as the opposite extreme from the results
mentioned above for discrete series on G=K in the following sense. Our intertwining
operator tells us nothing in the case of H ¼ K : Indeed, we reduce to this case. It
should be noted that the techniques in the case of H ¼ K are quite different from
ours. In particular, for HaK the Dirac operator is not elliptic and L2 techniques are
not available.
This article is organized as follows. Section 2 gives some notation and describes
the groups which will arise. In Sections 3 and 4, we review the material about spin
representations which we will need, deﬁne the Dirac operator and compute its
square. Section 5 gives a construction of the intertwining operator. In Section 6, we
prove that the image of the intertwining operator lies in the kernel of the Dirac
operator.
2. Preliminaries
Let G be a connected linear semisimple Lie group with Lie algebra denoted by g:
Let s be an involution of G and set
H ¼ ðGsÞ0;
the identity component of the ﬁxed point group of s: Then the homogeneous space
G=H is semisimple symmetric, not necessarily riemannian. With respect to the
involution s; g decomposes as
g ¼ h"q;
where q ¼ fXAg j sðXÞ ¼ Xg: Fix a Cartan involution y commuting with s and let
K ¼ Gy be the ﬁxed point group of y: This induces a Cartan involution of g; which
we also denote by y; and a Cartan decomposition of g
g ¼ k"s;
where s ¼ fXAg j yðX Þ ¼ Xg: There is a further decomposition of g as
g ¼ ðh-kÞ"ðh-sÞ"ðq-kÞ"ðq-sÞ:
We shall assume that the complex rank of G is equal to the complex rank of H:
rankðGÞ ¼ rankðHÞ: ð2:1Þ
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In particular, one can choose a Cartan subalgebra of g in h: More precisely, let a be
a maximal abelian subspace of h-s: From (2.1) one can choose t in h so that a"t
is a s-stable Cartan subalgebra of both g and h: This gives a Lie subalgebra m of
g such that m"a is the centralizer of a in g and t is a compact Cartan subalgebra
of m:
Now let Sðg; aÞ be the set of restricted roots of g relative to a: As usual, after a
choice of positive roots Sþðg; aÞ; one deﬁnes the nilpotent subalgebra
n ¼
X
aASþðg;aÞ
ga;
where ga is the restricted root space corresponding to a: Denote by M0; A and N the
analytic subgroups of G with Lie algebra m; a and n; respectively. Then one obtains a
parabolic subgroup P of G with Langlands decomposition
P ¼ MAN;
where M is the closed subgroup ZKðaÞM0 of G; with ZKðaÞ the centralizer of a in K :
As M contains a compact Cartan subgroup, P is cuspidal.
It is crucial for our construction that a is maximal abelian in h-s: Several simple
consequences of this, which we will refer to later, are contained in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.2. Assume a and P ¼ MAN are as above. Then the following statements
hold:
(a) P-H is a minimal parabolic subgroup of H and
P-H ¼ ðM-HÞAðN-HÞ:
(b) The orbit H 	 eP of H in G=P is a closed orbit and
H 	 ePCH=H-PCH-K=H-M:
(c) M;H-M and K-M all have the same (complex) rank.
(d) q ¼ ðm-qÞ"ðn-qÞ"ð %n-qÞ and m-q ¼ ðm-sÞ"ðm-k-qÞ:
Consider the system of roots of ða"tÞC in gC; which we denote by DðgC ; ða"tÞCÞ:
We ﬁx once and for all a positive system in DðgC ; ða"tÞCÞ with the property that the
restriction to a of a positive root is a positive restricted root. This determines a
system of positive roots in DðhC ; ða"tÞCÞ; the set of roots of ða"tÞC in hC: We will
denote by rðgÞ the half-sum of positive (a"tÞC-roots in gC: Note that a positive
system of t-roots for m may be speciﬁed arbitrarily.
Observe that the discrete series of M is nonempty. So let ðd;WÞ be a discrete series
representation of M in some Hilbert space W : Let n be a linear form on a; and
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denote by rg the half-sum of (restricted) positive roots:
rg ¼
1
2
X
aASþðg;aÞ
a:
As usual, one can form the nonunitary principal series representation pd;n of G as
the induced representation IndGMANðd#en#1Þ of G from the irreducible P-
representation d#en#1 on W#Cn (normalized induction). The induced represen-
tation space is the space of smooth sections of the homogeneous vector bundle for
W#Cnþrg : This space of sections is denoted by C
NðG=P;W#CnþrgÞ and consists
of smooth functions f : G-W#Cnþrg such that
f ðgmanÞ ¼ ðdðmÞ1#eðnþrgÞðlnðaÞÞÞð f ðgÞÞ; ð2:3Þ
for every gAG and manAP ¼ MAN: We shall refer to d and n as the parameters of
the nonunitary principal series representation pd;n of G:
3. The spin representations
We apply the general construction of Clifford algebras and spin representations
associated to a vector space with a nondegenerate (possibly indeﬁnite) symmetric
bilinear form. A good reference for this construction is [5, Chapter 6]. Note that
under our equal rank assumption (2.1) q is even dimensional. Let / ; Sq be the
restriction of the killing form of g to q: Extend / ; Sq linearly to the complexiﬁcation
qC of q and use the same symbol / ; Sq to denote this extension. Let V and Vn be
two dual maximal isotropic subspaces of qC relative to / ; Sq: Denote by 4Vn the
exterior algebra of Vn:
4Vn ¼ "
dimðqÞ
2
l¼0
4lVn;
equipped with the interior product i and exterior multiplication e:
iðvÞðvn14?4vnl Þ ¼ /v; vn1Sqvn24?4vnl  vn14iðvÞðvn24?4vnl Þ;
eðvnÞðvn14?4vnl Þ ¼ vn4vn14?4vnl ;
for all vAV ; vnAVn and vn14?4vnl A4lVn: On the other hand, the Clifford algebra
ClðqCÞ of qC is deﬁned as the quotient of the tensor algebra TðqCÞ of qC by the ideal
I generated by elements X#Y þ Y#X /X ;YSq; X and Y in qC:
ClðqCÞ ¼ TðqCÞ=I:
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Now deﬁne a map g by
g : qC-Endð4VnÞ; v þ vn/iðvÞ þ eðvnÞ; ð3:1Þ
where, as usual, Endð4VnÞ denotes the vector space of complex linear endomorph-
isms of 4Vn: Observing that
gðXÞ 3 gðY Þ þ gðY Þ 3 gðXÞ ¼ /X ;YSq; 8X ;YAqC;
one can extend g naturally to a map *g on the Clifford algebra of qC by
*g :ClðqCÞ-Endð4VnÞ; X1X2?Xp/gðX1Þ 3 gðX1Þ 3? 3 gðXpÞ:
Next, let SOðqÞ be the identity component of the Lie group of orthogonal
endomorphisms of q relative to / ; Sq with Lie algebra
soðqÞ ¼ fAAEndðqÞ j/AX ;YSq þ/X ;AYSq ¼ 0; 8X ;YAqg:
For all X and Y in q; deﬁne the endomorphism RX ;Y by
RX ;Y ðWÞ ¼ /Y ;WSqX /X ;WSqY ; WAq;
and observe that
RX ;YAsoðqÞ; 8X ;YAq:
In fact, these RX ;Y generate the Lie algebra soðqÞ: Therefore one can deﬁne an
injective Lie algebra homomorphism, which embeds soðqÞ in the Clifford algebra of
qC [5, Lemma 6.2.2] by
F : soðqÞ-Cl2ðqCÞ; RX ;Y/12ðXY  YX Þ;
where Cl2ðqCÞ is the Lie algebra deﬁned as the subspace of ClðqCÞ generated by the
elements X1X2; with X1 and X2 in q: Next, let Sþq and S

q be the following vector
subspaces of 4Vn:
Sþq ¼ "
l even
4lVn and Sq ¼ "
l odd
4lVn:
Obviously, both Sþq and S

q are invariant under the *g-action of Cl2ðqCÞ:
*gðaÞðS7q ÞCS7q ; 8aACl2ðqCÞ:
Next, consider the two involutions a and * in ClðqÞ deﬁned by
aðgðv1Þ?gðvkÞÞ ¼ ð1Þkgðv1Þ?gðvkÞ; 8vjAq
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and
ðgðv1Þ?gðvkÞÞn ¼ ð1ÞkgðvkÞ?gðv1Þ; 8vjAq:
The spin group of q with respect to / ; Sq is the subset of the Clifford algebra ClðqÞ
deﬁned by
SpinðqÞ ¼def :fu ¼ v1?vk j vjAq; u 	 un ¼ 1; aðuÞgðqÞun ¼ gðqÞ; k eveng:
Observe that the Lie algebra spinðqÞ of Spinðq) is [5, Theorem 6.3.6]
spinðqÞ ¼ FðsoðqÞÞ;
so that
s7ðFðXÞÞ ¼def : *gðFðX ÞÞj
S7q
; XAsoðqÞ
deﬁnes a representation of spinðqÞ in S7q : The representations ðsþ;Sþq Þ and ðs;Sq Þ
are called the half-spin representations of spinðqÞ:
Now we describe the weights of the half-spin representations of spinðqÞ:
Let fejg and fenj g be bases of V and Vn; respectively, such that
/ej; ekSq ¼ /enj ; enkSq ¼ 0; 8j; k;
and
/ej; enkSq ¼7djk: ð3:2Þ
A special choice for V and Vn is given below, then the signs in the preceeding
formula are given in Lemma 6.1. It is easy to see that the algebra
C ¼ span Rej ;enj 1pjp
dimðqÞ
2

 
ð3:3Þ
is a Cartan subalgebra of soðqÞ; and FðCÞ is a Cartan subalgebra of spinðqÞ: Observe
that
Fð/ej; enj SqRej ;enj Þ ¼ /ej; enj SqiðejÞeðenj Þ  12:
For each integer l in f1;y; dimðqÞ
2
g and each set I ¼ f1pi1pi2p?pilpdimðqÞ2 g;
deﬁne the element
uI ¼ eni14eni24?4enil ;
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with u| ¼ 1: Then one obtains
s7ðFð/ej ; enj SqRej ;enj ÞÞuI ¼
1
2
uI ; jAI ;
1
2
uI ; jeI ;
(
so uI is a weight vector of weight
lI ¼ 1
2
X
jeI
ej 
X
jAI
ej
 !
; ð3:4Þ
where
ejðFð/ek; enkSqRek ;enkÞÞ ¼ djk: ð3:5Þ
Observe that each such weight has multiplicity one, and there are only two dominant
weights, namely l| and l dimðqÞ
2
n o: Actually, sþ (resp., s) is an irreducible highest
weight representation of spinðqÞ with highest weight l| (resp., l dimðqÞ
2
n oÞ with respect
to an appropriate positive system of C-roots. Both s7 lift to representations of the
group SpinðqÞ:
We now consider the ‘spin’ representations of h: These are essentially the
restrictions of s7 to hCsoðqÞ: Since / ; Sq is AdðHÞ-invariant, we obtain the Lie
group homomorphism
z : H-SOðqÞ; h/AdðhÞjq ;
whose differential dez at the identity is a homomorphism of Lie algebras:
dez ¼ ad : h-soðqÞ:
For the above construction we have arbitrarily chosen dual isotropic subspaces
V and Vn; and a special basis (as in (3.2)). Now we would like to be more speciﬁc
about these choices. Since a"tCh; each root space ðgCÞa; for a in DðgC; ða"tÞCÞ; is
s-stable so that
ðgCÞa ¼ ððgCÞa-hCÞ"ððgCÞa-qCÞ:
But, as ðgCÞa is one dimensional, one has ðgCÞaChC or ðgCÞaCqC: In the ﬁrst case, we
shall say that a is an h-root of gC; while in the second case a is called a q-root of gC:
We denote the set of q-roots by DðqC; ða"tÞCÞ: As in Lemma 2.2, q ¼
ðm-qÞ"ðn-qÞ"ð %n-qÞ: Set V equal to the span of the root vectors for positive
q-roots and Vn equal to the span of the root vectors for the negative q-roots. Then V
and Vn are isotropic and the basis in (3.2) may be chosen to consist of root vectors
(properly normalized).
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We deﬁne the half-spin representations of h as the representations ðsþ;Sþq Þ and
ðs;Sq Þ; where
s7 ¼ s7 3F 3 ðdezÞ:
The description of the set PðS7q Þ of weights of the half-spin representations of h is as
follows. As an h-representation the set of weights of qC relative to ða"tÞC is precisely
the set of q-roots of gC: By deﬁnition, dez composed with the standard representation
of soðqÞ is exactly the adjoint action of h on q: We may assume that
dezðða"tÞCÞCC;
so that the pullback ðdezÞn of dez is a bijection between the set of weights relative to C
of the standard representation of soðqÞ on qC; and DðqC; ða"tÞCÞ: Enumerating the
roots in DþðqC; ða"tÞCÞ as
fa1; a2;y; amg; with m ¼ dimðqÞ
2
we see that the sets PðS7q Þ of weights of the half-spin representations S7q of
h are
PðSþq Þ ¼ f12 ð7a17a27?7adimðqÞ
2
Þ j even number of minusesg
and
PðSq Þ ¼ f12 ð7a17a27?7adimðqÞ
2
Þ j odd number of minusesg:
In particular, each such weight is of multiplicity one. It is useful to observe that one
can rewrite these weights as follows. Let F be any subset of DþðqC; ða"tÞCÞ and
denote by /FS the sum of the elements of F : Let rðqÞ be the half-sum of positive
q-roots of gC:
rðqÞ ¼ 1
2
X
aADþðqC;ða"tÞCÞ
a:
Then any weight of Sþq (resp., S

q ) under h is of the form rðqÞ /FS for some subset
F of DþðqC; ða"tÞCÞ of even (resp., odd) cardinality. We may write
PðSþq Þ ¼ frðqÞ /FS j FCDþðqC; ða"tÞCÞ and #F eveng
and
PðSq Þ ¼ frðqÞ /FS j FCDþðqC; ða"tÞCÞ and #F oddg:
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Let ðtm;EmÞ be an irreducible highest weight representation of h with highest
weight m: Then the tensor products S7q #Em are h-modules under the actions s
7#tm:
In particular, any weight occurring in the decomposition into irreducibles of the
h-modules S7q #Em is of the form mþ rðqÞ /FS: We assume that our weight
m satisﬁes the following inequalities. For each simple root aADþðhC; ða"tÞCÞ;
/mþ rðqÞ /FSþ rðhÞ; aSX0; for every FCDþðqC; ða"tÞCÞ;
/mþ rðqÞ  2rðm-k-qÞ þ rðhÞ; aS > 0: ð3:6Þ
Then the weight mþ rðqÞ /FSþ rðhÞ is dominant, relative to DþðhC; ða"tÞCÞ;
for all subsets F of DþðqC; ða"tÞCÞ: Thus, applying the Steinberg formula [7, pp.
111, 112], the decomposition of the h-modules S7q #Em into irreducible h-modules is
as follows:
S7q #Em ¼
X
FCF7
EmþrðqÞ/FS; ð3:7Þ
where
F7 ¼fFCDþðqC; ða"tÞCÞ : #F is even ðor oddÞ and mþ rðgÞ /FS is
dominant regularg:
We will use the following technical lemma in the proof of Theorem 6.2. There we will
be considering the spin representations of m-h: Observe that the killing form restricted
to m-q is nondegenerate, so we may construct spin representations of m-h on S7m-q
in the same manner in which we constructed the spin representations of h on S7q above.
We choose the dual isotropic subspaces to be spanned by root vectors for positive (resp.,
negative) m-q-roots. Therefore there is a natural embedding S7m-qCS7q as m-h-
representations. For any irreducible h-representation Em of highest weight m we set
Umt ¼ ðEmÞn-h; an irreducible representation of m-h on h of highest weight mt ¼def : mjt:
Lemma 3.8. Consider S7m-qCS
7
q as above. Set
V ¼def :ðEmþrðqÞ2rðm-k-qÞÞn-h:
V is seen to be a constituent in Sþq#Em by taking F ¼ Dþðm-k-qÞ in (3.7). Then the
following hold:
(a) S7m-qCðS7q Þn-h:
(b) VCS7m-q#Umt :
Proof. (a) By Goodman and Wallach [5, Eq. (6.2.1)], as h-representations
42qDsoðqÞ via X4Y/RX ;Y :
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Claim. adðn-hÞ is spanned by RX ;Y with X and Y root vectors for q-roots a and b
with aþ b positive and nonzero on a:
By the isomorphism above the weights in soðqÞ are all of the form aþ b for some
q-roots a and b: The weighs occurring in n-h satisfy aþ b > 0 and ðaþ bÞjaa0:
The claim follows.
In particular, for such X and Y there are three possibilities:
(i) X ;YAn-q;
(ii) XAn-q;YA %n-q and aþ b > 0;
(iii) XAm-q;YAn-q:
Let uAS7m-q: We check that s
7ðRX ;Y ÞðuÞ ¼ 12 ðgðXÞgðYÞ  gðYÞgðXÞÞðuÞ ¼ 0 for
each of the possibilities. For (i) this is clear since gðX Þ ¼ iðXÞ and gðY Þ ¼ iðYÞ for
X ;YAn-q; and iðXÞðuÞ ¼ iðY ÞðuÞ ¼ 0; since n-q>m-q:
For (ii), again gðX Þ ¼ iðXÞ is zero on u and
s7ðRX ;Y ÞðuÞ ¼ 12 ðiðXÞeðYÞ  eðY ÞiðX ÞÞðuÞ
¼ 1
2
iðXÞeðYÞðuÞ
¼ 1
2
iðXÞðY4uÞ
¼ 1
2
/X ;YSqu  12 Y4iðXÞu
¼ 0;
since X>Y (as aa b). For (iii),
s7ðRX ;Y ÞðuÞ ¼ 12 ðgðXÞiðYÞ  iðY ÞgðX ÞÞðuÞ
¼  1
2
iðY ÞgðXÞu
¼ 0;
since gðX ÞðuÞAS7m-q:
(b) It will be enough to show that the highest weight vector in EmþrðqÞ2rðm-k-qÞ
lies in Sþm-q#Umt :
As in (3.7) Sþm-q#Umt contains the irreducible m-h-representation of highest
weight mt þ rðm-qÞ  2rðm-k-qÞ: Denote by uþ the highest weight vector of this
constituent.
Claim. Viewing uþ as in Sþq#Em; uþ is a highest weight vector for the irreducible
h-representation EmþrðqÞ2rðm-k-qÞCSþq#Em:
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Since uþ is a highest weight vector for m-h and is killed by n-h; uþ is a
highest weight vector for an h-subrepresentation of Sþq#Em: We need to check
that it has weight mþ rðqÞ  2rðm-k-qÞ: The t-weight is correct. To see this note
that by the choice of DþðgC; ða"tÞCÞ following Lemma 2.2, rðqÞjt ¼ rðm-qÞ:
Therefore,
ðmþ rðqÞ  2rðm-k-qÞÞjt ¼ ðmþ rðm-qÞ  2rðm-k-qÞÞjt: ð3:9Þ
We must calculate the a-weight of uþ: For any t-weight vector uASþm-q#Umt we
may write u ¼ uF#u˜ where uF ¼ Xa14?4Xaj ; with F ¼ faigCDðm-hÞ; and u˜
are t-weight vectors. However, by (3.4) uF has a"t-weight ðrðqÞ /FSÞja: This
weight is ðrðqÞ  2rðm-k-qÞÞja; as roots in m restrict to 0 on a: Since u˜AðEmÞn-h;
the a-weight of u˜ is mja: Therefore, the a-weight of u is
ðmþ rðqÞ  2rðm-k-qÞÞja: &
Finally, we need to make the following integrability assumption.
Assumption 3.10. The h-representations s7#tm on S7q #Em lift to representations
of H.
As H is connected, the decomposition in (3.7) holds as H-representations.
4. The twisted Dirac operator on G/H and its square
Let ðt1;E1Þ and ðt2;E2Þ be two ﬁnite-dimensional representations of H: Denote
the corresponding homogeneous vector bundles on G=H by E1-G=H and
E2-G=H: The spaces of smooth sections are
CNðG=H;EjÞ ¼ ff : G-Ej jf ðghÞ ¼ tjðh1Þf ðgÞ; for all gAG; hAHg: ð4:1Þ
Equivariant differential operators CNðG=H;E1Þ-CNðG=H;E2Þ may be described
as follows. Let UðgÞ be the enveloping algebra of g and HomðE1;E2Þ the space of
complex linear maps from E1 to E2: Then H acts on the tensor product
UðgÞ#HomðE1;E2Þ by
h 	 ðu#TÞ ¼ AdðhÞðuÞ#ðt2ðhÞ 3 T 3 t11 ðhÞÞ; for hAH; u#TAUðgÞ#HomðE1;E2Þ;
where Ad is the adjoint action of G on g; naturally extended to UðgÞ: Then anyP
uj#TjAfUðgÞ#HomðE1;E2ÞgH (the H-invariants) deﬁnes a G-equivariant
differential operator
Df ¼def :
X
RðujÞ#Tj
 
ð f Þ ¼def :
X
TjðRðujÞf Þ:
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Here RðuÞ is the right action of uAUðgÞ extending the action of g by left invariant
vector ﬁelds:
RðXÞð f ÞðgÞ ¼ d
dt
f ðg expðtX ÞÞjt¼0; 8gAG; XAg:
For the Dirac operator we ﬁx a basis fXjg of q satisfying
/Xj;XkSq ¼7djk: ð4:2Þ
Note that /Xj;XjS ¼ 1 (resp., –1) when XjAq-s (resp., q-kÞ: We also ﬁx an
irreducible h-representation ðtm;EmÞ of highest weight mAða"tÞn satisfying
Assumption 3.10. Then by the invariance of / ; Sq under H
XdimðqÞ
j¼1
/Xj;XjSqXj#gðXjÞ#1 ð4:3Þ
is an H-invariant in UðgÞ#HomðS7q #Em;S8q #EmÞ: Therefore, there are well
deﬁned G-equivariant differential operators
D7 : CNðG=H;S7q #EmÞ-CNðG=H;S8q #EmÞ
deﬁned by
D7 ¼
XdimðqÞ
j¼1
/Xj;XjSqRðXjÞ#gðXjÞ#1: ð4:4Þ
These are our ‘twisted Dirac’ operators (see [9, Proposition 3.2] for the case of
riemannian symmetric spaces, i.e., for s ¼ yÞ: Note that the expression in (4.3) is
independent of basis satisfying (4.2).
Now let / ; Sh be the restriction to h of the killing form of g: Let fYjg be a basis of
h so that
/Yj;YkSh ¼7djk; 8j; k:
Then the Casimir elements OG of G and OH of H are, respectively, deﬁned by
OH ¼
XdimðhÞ
j¼1
/Yj;YjShY
2
j and OG ¼ OH þ
XdimðqÞ
j¼1
/Xj;XjSqX
2
j :
Proposition 4.5. The ‘square’ of the Dirac operator is
D8 3D7 ¼ 1
2
ðRðOGÞ#1#1þ 1#s7ðOHÞ#1 1#1#tmðOHÞÞ
acting on fCNðGÞ#S7q #EmgHDCNðG=H;S7q #EmÞ:
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Proof. We have
D8 3D7 ¼ 1
2
X
j
/Xj ;XjSqRðX 2j Þ#1#1
þ 1
2
X
i;j
/Xi;XiSq/Xj;XjSqRð½Xi;XjÞ#gðXiÞgðXjÞ#1:
Decomposing ½Xi;Xj in the above basis fYjg of h; we see that
D8 3D7 ¼ 1
2
X
j
/Xj ;XjSqRðX 2j Þ#1#1
þ 1
2
X
k
X
i;j
/½Xi;Xj;YkSh/Yk;YkSh/Xi;XiSq/Xj;XjSqRðYkÞ
#gðXiÞgðXjÞ#1:
On the other hand, as for the Lie algebra soðqÞ; one can also embed h in Cl2ðqCÞ
using the map F 3 z so that
ðF 3 zÞðY Þ ¼
X
ioj
cijðY ÞXiXj ; 8YAh:
To determine the coefﬁcients cijðY Þ; observe that
½XiXj;Xk ¼ /Xj;XkSqXi /Xi;XkSqXj
thus
cijðYÞ ¼ /Xi;XiSq/Xj;XjSq/½Y ;Xj;XiSq:
Hence one obtains that
s7ðYÞ ¼ 1
2
X
i;j
/Xi;XiSq/Xj ;XjSq/½Y ;Xj;XiSqgðXiÞgðXjÞ;
because /½Y ;Xi;XjSqXiXj ¼ /½Y ;Xj ;XiSqXjXi: In particular, by invariance of the
killing form of g;/½Xi;Xj;YkSh þ/Xj; ½Xi;YkSq ¼ 0; so that
D8 3D7 ¼ 1
2
X
j
/Xj;XjSqRðX 2j Þ#1#1

X
k
/Yk;YkShRðYkÞ#s7ðYkÞ#1:
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Finally, since
ðR#s7#1ÞðY 2k Þ ¼ 1#s7ðY 2k Þ#1
þ RðY 2k Þ#1#1þ 2RðYkÞ#s7ðYkÞ#1; 8k;
one gets that
D8 3D7 ¼ 1
2
ðRðOGÞ#1#1þ 1#s7ðOHÞ#1

X
k
/Yk;YkShðR#s7#1ÞðY 2k ÞÞ:
The conclusion comes from the identity
ðR#s7#1ÞðOHÞjðCNðGÞ#s7q #EmÞH
¼ ð1#1#tmÞðOHÞjðCNðGÞ#s7q #EmÞH : &
5. Construction of the intertwining map
We continue with an irreducible representation ðtm;EmÞ of h with highest weight m
satisfying (3.6) and (3.10). The space of smooth sections CNðG=H;S7q #EmÞ is as in
(4.1). Given a representation d#enþrg#1 on W#Cnþrg of the parabolic subgroup
P ¼ MAN; the corresponding homogeneous bundle is denoted by W#Cnþrg : The
space CNðG=P;W#CnþrgÞ of smooth sections of this bundle is as in (2.3).
Our goal is to determine the ‘parameters’ d and n for which there is a nonzero
G-intertwining map
P : CNðG=P;W#CnþrgÞ-CNðG=H;Sþq#EmÞ; ð5:1Þ
so that the image of P lies in the kernel of Dþ: We will also write the intertwining
operator as an explicit integral formula.
In the remainder of this section we will determine the parameters d and n; and
write down a formula for P: In Section 6, we will see that the image of P lies in the
kernel of the Dirac operator.
We begin with a proposition which gives a condition on the inﬁnitesimal
character. Let rh be half the sum of the positive (restricted) a-roots in h: We now
specify a positive system of t-roots in m by Dþðm; tÞ ¼ fa: /m; aS > 0g: We obtain
the following conditions on the parameters of pd;n:
Proposition 5.2. Let ðtm;EmÞ be an irreducible highest weight representation of h with
highest weight m; where m satisfies conditions (3.6) and (3.10). Assume there exists a
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nonzero intertwining operator P7 from the G-module CNðG=P;W#CnþrgÞ into the
G-module CNðG=H;S7q #EmÞ such that D7 3P7 ¼ 0; then
jjcharðdÞ þ njj ¼ jjmþ rðhÞjj;
where charðdÞ is the infinitesimal character of the discrete series representation d of M:
Proof. Since D7 3P7 ¼ 0; we have D8 3D7 3P7 ¼ 0: Then, using Proposition 4.5,
one obtains that
jjcharðdÞ þ njj2  jjrðgÞjj2 þ jjrðqÞ þ rðhÞjj2
 jjrðhÞjj2  jjmþ rðhÞjj2 þ jjrðhÞjj2 ¼ 0:
Observe that even though the representations S7q of h are not in general irreducible,
the Casimir operator of H acts on each irreducible component by the same scalar.
This follows from [9, Lemma 2.2] and the ‘Weyl unitary trick’. We therefore have
jjcharðdÞ þ njj ¼ jjmþ rðhÞjj: &
In order to specify the representation d we need to carefully describe the discrete
series representations of M: As noted earlier M is a cuspidal parabolic subgroup, i.e.,
M and M-K have equal (complex) ranks, so M has nonempty discrete series. The
fact that M is generally neither semisimple nor connected complicates the
description, see [6, Section 27; 7, Chapter XII, Section 8] for details.
First, the identity component M0 has compact center and there is a subgroup
FCZM (the center of M) so that M# ¼def : M0 	 F has discrete series representations
parameterized by the data
(a) lAtn with l rðmÞ analytically integral, and
(b) a character w of F so that w ¼ elrðmÞ on M0-F :
When l is a dominant t-weight the corresponding discrete series representation,
denoted by pðl; w;M#Þ; satisﬁes the following:
(i) pðl; w;M#Þ has inﬁnitesimal character l:
(ii) The minimal K-M#-type has highest weight lþ rðmÞ  2rðm-kÞ:
(iii) The action of F on pðl; w;M#Þ is by the character w:
Finally, the representations
pðl; w;MÞ ¼ IndMM#ðpðl; w;M#ÞÞ
of M are irreducible and in the discrete series.
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Remark 5.3. Set P# ¼def : M#AN: For d ¼ pðl; w;MÞ; IndGP ðd#nÞ ¼ IndGM#AN
ðpðl; w;M#Þ#nÞ: We ﬁnd it slightly simpler to ﬁnd an intertwining map
P : CNðG=P#;W#CnÞ-CNðG=H;Sþq#EmÞ
rather than as in (5.1). Thus our W will be one of the pðl; w;M#Þ:
We will denote the restrictions of ða"tÞC-weights to t and a by applying
subscripts, therefore mt (resp., ma) is the restriction of m to t (resp., a).
Theorem 5.4. Assume that the weight m satisfies conditions (3.6) and (3.10). Consider
the discrete series representation ðd;WÞ of M# with d ¼ pðmt þ rðm-hÞ; w;M#Þ
ðw will be determined below). Let n ¼ ma þ rh:
Then we have
HomGðCNðG=P#;W#CnþrgÞ;CNðG=H;Sþq#EmÞÞaf0g:
Proof. First, one has the standard isomorphisms
HomGðCNðG=P#;W#CnþrgÞ;CNðG=H;S7q #EmÞÞ
CHomHðCNðG=P#;W#CnþrgÞ;S7q #EmÞ
CHomHððS7q #EmÞn;CNðG=P#;W#CnþrgÞ0Þ; ð5:5Þ
where CNðG=P#;W#CnþrgÞ0 is the continuous dual of CNðG=P#;W#CnþrgÞ:
Therefore, our problem is to ﬁnd certain H-ﬁnite vectors in CNðG=P#;W#CnþrgÞ0:
This is hard in general. However, as in [12], we shall restrict our attention to H-ﬁnite
vectors in CNðG=P#;W#CnþrgÞ0 which are supported on closed H-orbits in G=P#:
Observe that by Lemma 2.2, our choice of P ¼ MAN guarantees that P-H is a
minimal parabolic subgroup of H and H 	 ePDH=H-P is a closed H-orbit in G=P:
Also H=P#-H is a closed H-orbit in G=P#: The space of distributions in
CNðG=P#;W#CnþrgÞ0; which restrict to smooth functions on H 	 eP#CH=P#-H
can be identiﬁed with the space CNðH=P#-H;Wn#Cnrgþ2rhÞ; as in [12,
Lemma 2.3]:
CNðH=H-P#;Wn#Cnrgþ2rhÞCCNðG=P#;W#CnþrgÞ0:
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Moreover, we have the obvious isomorphisms
HomHððS7q #EmÞn;CNðH=H-P#;Wn#Cnrgþ2rhÞÞ
CHomP#-HððS7q #EmÞn;W n#Cnrgþ2rhÞ
CHomP#-HðW#Cnþrg2rh ; ðS7q #EmÞÞ
CHomM-H	AðW#Cnþrg2rh ; ðS7q #EmÞn-hÞ: ð5:6Þ
Observe that by formula (3.7), and the fact that Dþðm-k-qÞ has even cardinality,
Sþq#Em contains the irreducible constituent
EmþrðqÞ/Dþðm-k-qÞS
of highest weight mþ rðqÞ  2rðm-k-qÞ: The highest a-weight is ma þ rq; where rq
is rðqÞa: This forces our choice for n:
We now consider
V ¼def :ðEmþrðqÞ2rðm-k-qÞÞn-h ð5:7Þ
as an m-h-representation.
Claim. ðmþ rðqÞ  2rðm-k-qÞÞjt ¼ mt þ rðmÞ þ rðm-hÞ  2rðm-kÞ:
To see this note that by the choice of DþðgC; ða"tÞCÞ following Lemma 2.2,
rðqÞjt ¼ rðm-qÞ: Therefore
ðmþ rðqÞ  2rðm-k-qÞÞjt
¼ ðmþ rðm-qÞ  2rðm-k-qÞÞjt
¼ mt þ rðm-qÞ þ 2rðm-hÞ  2rðm-hÞ  2rðm-k-qÞ
¼ mt þ rðmÞ þ rðm-hÞ  2rðm-kÞ:
The last equality follows from m-h ¼ m-h-k; by Lemma 2.2(a). We conclude that
V is the irreducible representation of M-H with highest weight mt þ rðmÞ þ
rðm-hÞ  2rðm-kÞ:
We choose the character w of F to be the action of F on V :
Therefore V is a constituent of djM#-H : This proves that
HomM#-H	AðW#Cnþrg2rh ; ðSþq#EmÞn-hÞaf0g;
and the theorem follows from the isomorphisms in (5.5) and (5.6) above. &
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We give an explicit formula for the intertwining operator of Theorem 5.4.
Indeed, let tAHomM#-H	AðW#Cnþrg2rh ; ðSþq#EmÞn-hÞ be a nonzero element of
HomM#-H	AðW#Cnþrg2rh ; ðEmþrðqÞ2rðm-k-qÞÞn-hÞ: Tracing through the isomorph-
isms of (5.5) and (5.6), one obtains a nonzero intertwining operator Pt from the
G-module CNðG=P#;W#CnþrgÞ into the G-module CNðG=H;Sþq#EmÞ deﬁned as
follows:
ðPtfÞðgÞ ¼
Z
H-K
½sþðlÞ#tmðlÞðtðfðglÞÞÞ dl; ð5:8Þ
for all fACNðG=P#;W#CnþrgÞ and gAG: To obtain a more explicit formula for
Pt we consider an explicit geometric realization of the discrete series representations
d of M#: By Proposition A.3, W occurs as the kernel of the Dirac operator
Dþ
M#=M#-H : C
NðM#=M#-H;Sþm-q#UmtÞ-CNðM#=M#-H;Sm-q#UmtÞ:
Now, evaluation at e gives a nonzero M#-H-homomorphism
CNðM#=M#-H;Sþm-q#UmtÞ-Sþm-q#Umt :
There is also a nonzero projection
p : Sþm-q#Umt-VCðSþq#EmÞn-h
(with V as in Eq. (5.7)). Now take t to be tð f Þ¼def : pð f ðeÞÞ; which is nonzero by
Proposition A.2. With this choice of t we have a nonzero intertwining operator
ðPfÞðgÞ ¼
Z
H-K
½sþðcÞ#tmðcÞðpðfðgcÞÞðeÞÞ dc: ð5:9Þ
6. Solutions of the Dirac equations
In this section, we show that the image of P lies in the kernel of the Dirac
operator. For this we need a simple lemma.
Lemma 6.1. Consider ðm-qÞ> ¼ ðn-qÞ"ðn-qÞ: The subspaces n-q and %n-q of q
are isotropic for / ; Sq and there is a basis fEkg of n-q and a basis f %Ekg of %n-q so
that
/Ek; %ElSq ¼ dkl :
In particular,
/Ek7 %Ek;El7 %ElSq ¼72dkl
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and
/Ek7 %Ek;El8 %ElSq ¼ 0:
Proof. This is clear since the killing form is nondegenerate on ðn þ %nÞ-q and zero
on each of n-q and %n-q: &
Theorem 6.2. For each fACNðG=P#;W#CnþrðgÞÞ;DþðPðfÞÞ ¼ 0:
Proof. Recalling deﬁnition (4.4) of D7; we have, for all functions f in
CNðG=P;W#CnþrgÞ and for all g in G;
ðDþðPfÞÞðgÞ
¼
Z
H-K
XdimðqÞ
j¼1
/Xj;XjSqððRðXjÞ#gðXjÞ#1Þc 	 pðfð	cÞÞÞðeÞjg dc
¼
Z
H-K
c 	
XdimðqÞ
j¼1
/Xj ;XjSqððRðXjÞ#gðXjÞ#1Þpðfð	ÞÞÞðeÞjgc dc
by the H-invariance of
PdimðqÞ
j¼1 /Xj;XjSqRðXjÞ#gðXjÞ#1: Now note that
fðgmÞðeÞ ¼ ðm1 	 fðgÞÞðeÞ ¼ fðgÞðmÞ: In particular, for XAm; ððRðXÞfÞðglÞÞðeÞ ¼
ððRðXÞfðgcÞÞðeÞ: We may rewrite the above in two terms asZ
H-K
X
XjAðm-qÞ>
/Xj;XjSqc 	 gðXjÞpððRðXjÞfÞðgcÞÞðeÞÞ dc
þ
Z
H-K
c 	 p
X
XjAm-q
/Xj ;XjSqgðXjÞððRðXjÞfðgcÞÞðeÞÞ
0
@
1
A dc: ð6:3Þ
The second term is
R
H-K c 	 pððDþM#=M#-HfðgcÞÞðeÞÞ dc:
Now recall that the Dirac operator is independent of the basis (subject to (4.2)),
so we may choose the Xj’s in ðm-qÞ> to be the vectors 1ﬃﬃ2p ðEk7 %EkÞ; for
k ¼ 1; 2;y; 1
2
dimðm-qÞ: Recall that n-qCV and %n-qCVn in the notation of
Section 3. Note that
RðEj þ %EjÞ#gðEj þ %EjÞ  RðEj  %EjÞ#gðEj  %EjÞ
¼ 2RðEjÞ#eð %EjÞ þ 2Rð %EjÞ#iðEjÞ:
Therefore, the terms in (6.3) corresponding to XjAðm-qÞ> contain expressions of
the form
eð %EjÞpðððRðEjÞfÞðgcÞÞðeÞÞ and iðEjÞpðððRð %EjÞfÞðgcÞÞðeÞÞ:
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The ﬁrst is zero since f is right N-invariant by (2.3). The second vanishes since the
image of p is contained in S7m-q#Umt by Lemma 3.8 and the fact that
ðm-qÞ>ðn-qÞ:
We conclude that
DþðPfÞðgÞ ¼
Z
H-K
c 	 pððDþ
M#=M#-HfðgcÞÞðeÞÞ dc:
The theorem follows. &
Appendix
In Section 5, we use the realization of the discrete series representations of M# as
solutions of twisted Dirac operators on M#=M#-H: This appendix justiﬁes the use
of this realization. We observe that M# decomposes into a compact and a
noncompact factor. As M#-H is compact, s restricts to a Cartan involution on the
noncompact factor. In particular, M#=M#-H is (locally) a product of riemannian
symmetric spaces of compact and noncompact type. We treat the two cases
separately.
Therefore, we consider a riemannian symmetric space G=K : Note that this is the
situation of Section 2 when s ¼ y: The twisted Dirac operators are deﬁned as in
formula (4.4). Suppose that l is dominant for Dþðg; tÞ: (Note that a ¼ 0 when s ¼ y:)
Case 1: Suppose that G is compact. Then by Slebarski [10], the irreducible (ﬁnite
dimensional) representation of G with inﬁnitesimal character l occurs as the kernel
of the twisted Dirac operator
Dþ : L2ðG=K ;Sþs#ElrðkÞÞ-L2ðG=K ;Ss#ElrðkÞÞ:
Case 2: Suppose that G is noncompact. Then, by Parthasarathy [9] and Atiyah and
Schmid [1], the discrete series representation of G with inﬁnitesimal character l and
minimal K-type lþ rðgÞ  2rðkÞ occurs as the kernel of the twisted Dirac operator
Dþ : L2ðG=K ;Sþs#ElrðkÞÞ-L2ðG=K ;Ss#ElrðkÞÞ:
Remark A.1. Here Dþ is an elliptic operator, so the L2-solution spaces to Dþ ¼ 0
consist of smooth functions.
In each of the two cases above evaluation at e gives a well-deﬁned nonzero
K-homomorphism
Evale : KerðDþÞ-Sþs #ElrðkÞ:
Consider this evaluation followed by the projection p : Sþs #ElrðkÞ-ElþrðgÞ2rðkÞ:
Then we have the following.
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Proposition A.2.
p 3 Evalea0; on Ker Dþ:
Proof. In the noncompact case this follows from the discussion in [1, Section 5], in
particular the paragraph preceding (5.11) and the fact that the K-type ElþrðgÞ2rðkÞ
occurs in the discrete series with multiplicity one. In the compact case this follows
from the proof of [8, Theorem 4]. &
Let d be the discrete series representation of M0 with the inﬁnitesimal
character mt þ rðm-hÞ and minimal M0-K-type mt þ rðm-hÞ þ rðmÞ 
2rðm-kÞ: We may conclude from the two cases above that d occurs in the
kernel of
Dþ : L2ðM0=M0-H;Sþm-q#UmÞ-L2ðM0=M0-H;Sm-q#UmÞ:
To pass to M# note that M#=M#-HDM0=M0-H:
Denote by Dþ
M#=M#-H the Dirac operator for M
#=M#-H:
Proposition A.3. The discrete series representation pðmt þ rðm-hÞ; w;M#Þ may be
realized as the kernel of
Dþ
M#=M#-H : L
2ðM#=M#-H;Sþm-q#UmtÞ-L2ðM#=M#-H;Sm-q#UmtÞ:
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